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Today’s agenda: 

 

A. Videos that help teaching/ learning 

B. Tools to incorporate videos in the classroom 

C. Videos that help teachers to learn  

D. Video showcase as a virtual portfolio 

 

 

"Be experimental with your lesson planning, students 

often respond really well to the unexpected."  

- Sue Cowley, author of How to survive your first year in teaching 

 

 

Videos and 

your teaching 

when 

where 

how 

what 
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Videos that help teaching/learning                  

The role they play in lesson planning 

 

 

 

 

What can you do with these video clips? 

 Skills? Theme? Timing? Variation? Role? 

clip 1 

I can wave my 

hands 

     

clip 2 

Elmo’s song 
     

clip 3 

We are a family 
     

clip 4 

Easter in 

White House 

     

clip 5 

Trains, planes 

& automobiles 
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Lyrics 

CLIP 1 I can wave my hand 

I can ____ my hands, ____ them high ____ them low 

I can ____ my hands, ____ them fast ____ them slow 

I can ____ my hands to the left and to the right 

I can ____ my hands until I say __________!! 

 

Variation 

Wave, _________________________________ 

 

CLIP 2 Elmo's song 

This is the song, La la la la, Elmo's song.  

La la la la, La la la la, Elmo's song.  

La la la ,La la la la, la La la la ,La la la la, la  

He loves to ____,  

La la la la, Elmo's song.  

La la la la, La la la la, Elmo's song.  

 

     wrote the music.     wrote the words. That's     ‘s song.  

This is the ____, La la la la  
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    ‘s song. La la la la, La la la la,    ‘s song.  

La la la, La la la la, la La la la, La la la la, la  

I love to sing, La la la la,     ‘s song.  

La la la la, La la la la,    ‘s song.  

I love the music. I love the words.  

That's     ‘s song!  

This is the song, La la la la  

    ‘s song. La la la la,  

La la la la, Snuffy's song.  

La la la, La la la la.  

La la la la la. La la la,  

La la la la. La la la la la.  

I love to sing, La la la la,  

    ‘s song. La la la la,  

La la la la,     ‘s song.  

He wrote the music. We wrote the words.  

That's     ‘s, that's     ‘s, That's     ‘s song!   

Oh, Yeah! 
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Tools to incorporate videos in the classroom         

The Tools and the Devils 

Some teacher-friendly online video tools 

Video search ___________ 

Minimum distraction _____________  

 

The devils hide in the detail!  

 

Choose video clips carefully 

1. 

2. 

3. 

 

 

 Blog your teaching and 

 start NETWORKING! 

The rule of CER 

C____ _____________________ 

E____ _____________________ 

R____ _____________________

Recommended youtube channels 

 

1. Whitehouse 

2. The royal channel/ the British 

Monarchy 

3. Linquaspectrum 

4. Cullan's ABC 

5. Reading teacher’s plan book 
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Videos that help teachers to learn                    

A language teacher should always be a language learner!! You 

have to learn as much as you would have expected your students 

to learn. It’s a training of self-discipline and effective learning 

strategies. 

Suggested online resources 

1. English social network 

 

2. Reading rocket _________ 

 

3. Teachers. TV __________ 

 

4. Readinglessons.com _________ 

 

5. TED  _________ 
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Teacher-made videos                                              

In this part you can see a few clips taken in my class.  

No rehearsal, all real. 

 

Some activities I think you can try in your class 

1. I ____, you _____ 

 

2. task-oriented project 

 

3. speed reading/ counting 

 

4. scoring system 

the token… 

the rule… 

the side effects… 

 

5. Learning autonomy 
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Lesson Planning: Getting A Balance Of

Activities

There are lots of activities you can use in your lesson

planning. This list will help you take a pick 'n' mix approach

Be experimental with your lesson planning, students often

respond really well to the unexpected. There are many

possibilities for different approaches to teaching and

learning. Although some of the activities below are

traditionally associated with particular subject areas, it can

often be great from to make more unusual cross-connections

(a graph in English for example, or a poem in science).

Teaching strategies

Teacher based

Teacher talks to the class

Teacher gives instructions to the class

Teacher discusses a topic, getting responses from the

class

Teacher asks questions of the students

Teacher writes something on the board for the class to
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copy

Teacher writes the students’ ideas on the board for the

class to copy

Student based

Students follow instructions

Students work in pairs or groups

Students make group presentations to the class

Students make individual presentations to the class

Students brainstorm in a group to get ideas

Students work individually eg reading, writing, drawing

Students write their ideas on the board

Students ask questions of the teacher

Students make a list of questions they would like to

research and answer

Types of learning activities

Reading activities

Individual reading

Shared reading, eg whole class

Reading for information

Memorising facts, figures or vocabulary

Reading in pairs or groups

Speed or skim reading

Reading newspaper or magazine articles

Reading from textbooks

Reading on a computer screen

Reading each other’s work

Wordsearches and crosswords. You can download

wordsearch templates from TES Resources along with

crossword designers)

Writing activities
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Answering questions

Summarising the main points of a text

Note taking

Writing reports

Writing essays

Imaginative writing – stories, poems

Factual/analytical writing

Drawing activities

Drawing diagrams

Drawing from life or photographs

Drawing from imagination or memory

Brainstorming

Mind mapping (download free Mind Map software)

Speaking and listening activities

Discussions

Explanations

Drama exercises

Role play and improvisation

Questions and answer sessions

Quizzes (there are hundreds of quizzes and quiz templates to

download on TES Resources)

Oral presentations

Debates

Taping radio programmes on a topic

Listening to music

Physical and practical activities

Games and warm ups

Individual skills work

Group exercises
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READABILITY — An Arc90 Laboratory Experiment 

Drawing, modelling and painting

Practical experiments

Designing, building and testing

Performance/demonstrations, eg dance, drama, science.

This article is an excerpt from Sue Cowley's How to

survive your first year in teaching (2nd edition)

published by Continuum. You'll also find the latest

on Sue's books on the Continuum blog

Excerpted from Lesson planning: Getting a balance of activities - TES New

Teachers

http://newteachers.tes.co.uk/news/lesson-planning-getting-balance-activities

/23635

http://lab.arc90.com/experiments/readability
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